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Manufacturer and Retailer Brand Acceptance under Different Levels of 
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 Consumers usually care who is standing behind the 

store is being visited, or an anonymous producer. 

l role. However, some 

the other. Marketing scholars and practitioners are 

their choices.  

 Lithuanian retailer brands skipped the extensive 

reasons to believe that the perceptual gap between retailer 

narrower than that in countries with longer market history. 

special interest. 

 Extensive scholarly research up to date (e.g., Laurent, 

demonstrated that the extent to which consumers utilize 

involvement with purchase decision. In this paper, we are 

purchase involvement levels 

involvement, brand type signals become more important. 

high- involvement groups. For example, extra category-

low-involvement consumers are taking the peripheral 
processing route, and give more weight to simple, non 

driven processing. 

are explored. Next, the chosen research method is 

and retailer brands

 Keywords: purchase involvement, brand choice, 

.

Introduction

 Why compare retailer vs. manufacturer brands. 

The concept of retailer brands, i.e., the products marketed 

by retailers and often having adopted the name of the store, 

continues to increase in popularity in Lithuania together 

with the booming retail sector. In many advanced markets 

in Europe, the markets witnessed a long evolution from 

retail brands as lower quality product alternative for a 

lower price, to retail brands offering a true quality brand 

alternative and having a clear marketing approach in their 

retail environment (Burt, 2000; Wulf, Odekerken-

Schroeder et al., 2005). According to Velotsou et al. 

(2004), now consumers increasingly choose between the 

equal grounds. Many retailers have successfully managed 

to create a retail brand which is now regarded by 

customers as being at least equal to, if not better than, the 

following the notion of evolutionary sequence of retail 

brand development (Burt, 2000). Retailer brand are 

increasingly imbued with emotion and imagery rather than 

only with the functional logic that dominated private labels 

a generation ago (Kumar, Steenkamp, 2007).  

 In contrast to such a gradual development, Lithuanian 

retailer brands skipped the extensive period of being pure 

price-fighters. This is one of the reasons to believe that the 



perceptual gap between retailer and manufacturer brands in 

Lithuania in some cases might be even narrower than that 

in countries with longer market history. Thus, the general 

question of how consumers differentiate one type brand 

from another in market like Lithuania might be especially 

important.  

 In most markets, there is a long-lasting tension 

between manufacturer and retailer brands, and an array of 

factors that contribute to acceptance of one or the other 

brand type. The owners of both brand types are interested 

in characteristics and measures that would differentiate 

types of consumers according to their views and decisions 

about which brand type to accept. However, at least part of 

retailer brand success in beyond management control, 

according to Lamey et al. (2007). This success might 

purchase behavior.  

Role of consumer purchase decision involvement. A

number of complex consumer theories historically 

attempted to explain and predict brand choice behaviors, 

proposing that consumers actively search for and use 

information to make informed brand choices. However, as 

Olshavsky and Granbois (1979) rightfully noted almost 30 

years ago, a great deal of consumer behavior does not 

involve extensive search for information or a 

comprehensive evaluation of the choice alternatives. 

Zaichkowsky (1985) was one of the pioneers to 

conceptualize and develop a general scale for consumer 

involvement. Mittal (1989) provided operational definition 

of purchase decision involvement and defined it as the 

extent of interest and concern that a consumer brings to 

bear upon a purchase decision task. He clearly 

distinguished between purchase- and product-decision 

involvement and made an argument that it is the purchase 

involvement that marketing practitioners should measure, 

if interested in differentiating in the consumer mind their 

brand from competing brands.  

Commercial and academic interest in purchase 

decision involvement and its relation to brand choice 

remains strong, as evidenced by the number of recent year 

articles in leading academic journals, only a fraction of 

which get referenced in this paper. Hynes and Lo (2006) 

emphasize that the very concept of involvement plays an 

increasingly important role in explaining consumer 

behavior, as it possibly affects the level of brand loyalty, 

brand discrimination, the amount of comparison between 

products, the amount and role of information searching, 

how advertising is processed, and which elements within 

an advertisement are responded to.  

However, there is still a lack of empirical evidence 

how purchase decision involvement relates to brand 

discrimination and the amount of comparison between 

different brand ownership types, such as manufacturer and 

retailer brands.  

This paper attempts to contribute to exploration of the 

consumer purchase decision involvement - brand type 

choice relationship. Based on theoretical considerations 

and previous research results, we hypothesize that 

consumer purchase decision involvement is a brand type 

choice differentiating factor.  

The purpose of the paper is to determine the relative 

acceptance of manufacturer and retailer brands by low- and 

high- purchase decision involvement consumers.  

Research objectives: 

1. Explore the phenomenon of purchase decision 

involvement and the ways it affects consumer brand 

choice.

2. Explain and substantiate chosen research 

a purchase involvement scale 

and method of conjoint analysis, as most appropriate 

method to measure relative importance of brand attributes. 

3. By performing conjoint (quantitative) research, 

estimate the value distances between manufacturer and 

retailer brands and generic brand as a baseline case for 

low-and high- involvement consumers in a product 

category.

4. Discus the findings and their implications to 

marketing of manufacturer and retailer brands. 

Research methods: literature and general review, 

consumer survey, conjoint analysis. 

Practical implications. Research results will allow us 

to see whether consumer purchase involvement is an 

appropriate criterion for retail and manufacturer brand 

segmentation. 

Consumer Purchase Decision Involvement and 

Brand Choice Behavior 

Scholarly literature defines, describes and measures 

various types of involvement (Hynes and Lo, 2006). 

Definitions of involvement vary from researcher to 

researcher, and various terms for more specific types of 

involvement have been historically appearing in the 

literature. Laaksonen (1997) categorizes definitions of 

involvement in a three-category classification: cognitively-

based approach, individual-state approach and response-

based approach. Michaelidou and Dibb (2006) admit that 

this is the most rigorous attempt to categorize definitions 

of involvement up to date.  

For the purpose of this paper, we are interested in 

consumer purchase decision involvement (PDI). According 

decision involvement would fall into the category of 

individual-state approach, which coincides with so-called 

situational involvement, to which Kapferer and Laurent 

emphasizing its transitory, or situational nature.  

In order to hypothesize how consumer purchase 

involvement might affect brand type preferences, we need 

to remember that involvement is an important moderator of 

the amount and type of information processing elicited by 

a stimulus (Vaidyanathan, Aggarval, 2001). According to 

the Elaboration Likelihood Method, various attitude 

formation processes can be classified into two types: those 

that take considerable effort and cognitive resources (the 

 require little thinking (the 

conclude that when involvement is high, a consumer would 

take the effortful central processing route and go to data-

driven signals to evaluate the offer. This means, that he or 

she would more likely analyze price and other numerical 

information. Whereas low-involvement consumers taking 



the peripheral processing route, would likely to give more 

weight to simple inferences or cues, such as brand 

ownership type or non-price promotions, engaging in 

context-driven processing. 

Some other researchers follow similar paths of 

 low levels of involvement 

may have lower levels of commitment and may be more 

involved consumers are motivated to scrutinize 

information more fully, whereas less involved consumers 

are likely to apply simple heuristics, or judgment-relevant 

consumers in Lithuania baby diaper category would place 

relatively more value on non-analytic inferences, and, 

based on the still prevalent vertical brand value hierarchy 

in Lithuania, go more extra length in order to get 

involvement consumers. On the other hand, high 

involvement consumers would be more likely to place 

more value on numerical characteristics, such as price. We  

are now ready to test this proposition empirically. 

Research methodology 

Consumer purchase involvement measure.

first part of our research, we will need to determine survey 

Wishing to use consumer involvement concept, 

researchers in marketing are faced with a huge array of 

constructs and measures. Various scales have been in 

particular developed to measure consumer purchase 

decision involvement. For measuring the levels of 

consumer purchase decision involvement, we choose to 

use modified purchase decision involvement scale by 

easure. The modified scales 

were empirically compared in terms of unidimensionality, 

convergent and discriminant validity, and nomological 

Table 1 

Questionnaire items for consumer purchase involveme

Item no. Questionnaire items and response scales 

diapers available in the market, would you say that: 

make a right choice of this product?  

ned would you be about the outcome of your choice? 

study. 

During the initial research step, respondents will be 

asked to indicate their degree of agreement with the 

involvement scale items using a seven-point scale, as 

Conjoint design. 

products based on anticipated satisfaction with that 

product, i.e., a subjective expectation or likelihood of 

tend to treat each attribute independently and provide little 

useful information how consumers are likely to make 

tradeoffs in their buying decisions. These methods fail to 

account for the contribution of individual attributes or 

components from reactions to the entire mixture or total 

concept. 

preference parameters such as part-worths, importance 

of a set of alternatives that are pre-specified in terms of 

realistically models day-to-day consumer decisions and is 

especially useful when one wants to predict consumer 

The virtue of conjoint analysis is that it produces two 

numerical expression of the value that consumers place in 

an attribute level, with lower utility indicating less value, 

and higher utility representing more value. Second, 

calculated as the difference between the lowest and highest 

utilities across the levels of attributes. 

preferred over the alternative two-factor-at-a-time tradeoff 

approach, as it is considered more realistic, ecologically 



valid because all factors are considered at the same time 

(SPSS, 2005). In a full-profile approach, the respondents 

are asked to rank or score a set of profiles according to 

their preference, and on each profile, all factors of interest 

are represented with a different combination of factor 

levels.  

Choice of a product category and retailer brand for 

testing. We select baby diaper product category for 

empirical testing. This category is quite typical FMCG 

category. For our purposes it is important that in this 

category, there is a definite clearly dominant ethical brand 

For retailer brand in this category, we have chosen 

offer the same quality as the market leader for that group 

of goods, only at a lower pr

package design in this category should straightforwardly 

resemble ethical (leading manufacturer) brand design, with 

retailer brand logo on them covering no more than half of 

packaging area (so that retailer brand borrows the identity 

and is not dominant).  

A literature review and above mentioned category 

considerations helped us select five variables that 

respondents would consider while evaluating product 

alternatives. As Cheng, Chen et al. (2007) generalize, 

quality and price perceptions are the two frequently 

compared consumer perceptions between proprietary and 

private label brands. In particular, we choose a brand name 

related promotions, and two non-price promotions, as 

indicated in Table 2. 

Table 2 

Factors and factor levels used 

Research findings

The purchase decision involvement survey and 

orthogonal array forms were administered on 71 

respondents. Sample size considerations of conjoint 

analysis are often quite different from those of traditional 

market research surveys. Market research rules of thumb 

apply with regard to statistical sample size and accuracy 

when designing conjoint analysis interviews. According to 

Akaah and Korgaonkar (1988), sample size below 100 are 

typical for conjoint analysis, thus, the sample used for this 

study could be considered as acceptable. 

Conjoint design allowed us to reduce the total number 

of testable profiles from 48 (3 2 2 2 2=48). The SPSS 

generated a parsimonious orthogonal array of only 8 

different combination of factor levels. Table 3 illustrates 

the 8 cards used in this study and calculated total utility 

scores for these profiles. 

Table 3 

Tested product profiles and their total utilities for different involvement groups 

Profile

no.

Branding type Promotion type 

I

Promotion type 

II

Promotion 

type III 

Promotion 

type IV 

Total

utility scores

for high 

involvement 

Total

utility scores 

for low 

involvement 

1 Manufacturer 

brand

20% off 

regular price diapers free 

Regular dry 

security 

Win a trip 0.3809 -0.3513 

2 Manufacturer 

brand

No price 

discounts product security 

No promo 

prize

-2.7255 -2.1531 

3 Manufacturer 

brand

20% off 

regular price diapers free security 

No promo 

prize

0.2903 0.0697 

4 No name 

generic

20% off 

regular price product security 

Win a trip -2.4240 -3.2597 

5 Retail brand No price 

discounts diapers free security 

Win a trip -1.3409 -1.9196 

Factors Factor level 

No name generic
Retail brand

Branding type 

Manufacturer brand

No price discounts

20% off regular price

product

promotion pers free

y security

Regular dry security

No promotional prize

Win amusement park trip



6 Retail brand 20% off 

regular price 

No extra free 

product

Regular dry 

security 

No promo 

prize

-3.2277 -4.9450 

7 Manufacturer 

brand

No price 

discounts

No extra free 

product

Regular dry 

security 

Win a trip -2.6349 -2.5741 

8 No name 

generic

No price 

discounts

Extra 20% 

diapers free 

Regular dry 

security 

No promo 

prize

-4.5744 -6.8699 

Interpreting resulting utilities in Table 4 involves the 

analysis of the gaps between utility levels. As Curry (1997) 

suggests, we can analyze utility averages at the level of 

segmentation, for which we would possibly be making 

recommendations. In our case, we perform comparison 

analysis between the two groups of high- and low-purchase 

decision involvement, as if they would be our hypothetical 

segments. These two-group data facilitate t-test analyses 

on the utility scores to discern utility values among 

different consumer groups for market segmentation 

purposes (Koo, Tao, Yeung, 1999). 

Table 4

Comparison of means and t-test results of different involvement groups 

High involvement Low involvement 

Factors Items 
Factor 

importance 

Part-worths 

(average 

utility scores) 

Factor 

importance 

Part-worths 

(average 

utility scores) 

Significant

difference 

b/n average 

utilities (t-

test at 0,05 

signif. level) 

No name generic (base case) -3.4992 -5.0648 Yes

Retail brand -2.2843 -3.4323 Yes

Branding type 

Manufacturer brand

31.61%

-1.1723

40.76%

-1.2522 -

No price discounts -0.7869 -0.6288 -Promotion type 

1: price 20% off regular price

21.38%

0.7869

13.45%

0.6288 -

No extra free product -0.7210 -0.4826 -Promotion type 

2: volume per Extra 20% diapers free 

19.59%

0.7210

10.32%

0.4826 -

Extra dry security 0.4820 0.9347 YesPromotion type 

3: extra benefit Regular dry security

13.10%

-0.4820

19.99%

-0.9347 Yes

No promotional prize -0.5273 -0.7242 -Promotion type 

4: prize Win amusement park trip

14.33%

0.5273

15.49%

0.7242 -

  Utility difference.: 

manufacturer vs. retail brand 

n/a 1.1120 n/a 2.1801 Yes 

Average utilities were used to compute the importance 

of each attribute. For the attributes and levels tested, price 

has the greatest impact on hi

preferences, followed by price promotion, volume per pack 

promotion, prize promotion and extra benefit, respectively. 

The pattern for low involvement respondents is very 

similar, although differing in effect size. 

Of our greatest interest is the fact that statistically 

significant differences have been identified between the 

the low involvement group brand type signals are 

relatively more important. This is even more evident when 

we compare the utility difference between manufacturer 

t-test shows significant differences 

between the two groups (last line in Table 4).  

Also, statistically significant differences have been 

identified between the two groups in their valuation of 

extra benefit promotion. Extra category-specific benefit 

higher valued by low-involvement group. This is in line 

low-involvement consumers are taking the peripheral 

processing route, and give more weight to simple, non 

numerical inferences or cues, thus engaging in context-

driven processing.  

Conclusions and implications for future research 

The purpose of the paper has been to determine the 

relative acceptance of manufacturer and retailer brands by 

low- and high- purchase decision involvement consumers.  

Literature and general review revealed the 

development of retailer brands from low-price alternatives 

to brands of their own, comparative to many horizontally 

extended proprietary brands in terms of its image richness 

and value proposition. 

Literature review supported the judgment that the 

measure of purchase decision involvement is instrumental 

in determining what affects consumer brand type choice. 

Out of many involvement measures, consumer purchase 

modified PDI was selected for empirical study.  

Conjoint analysis proved to be an appropriate method 

to measure relative importance of brand attributes, as it 

allowed us to estimate the value distances between 

manufacturer and retailer brands and generic brand as a 

baseline case for low-and high- involvement consumers in 

a product category.

Empirical research confirmed our hypothesis that 

consumer purchase decision involvement does affect 

consumer differentiation between manufacturer and retailer 

brands. In particular, to the low involvement group brand 



consumers place bigger value to manufacturer brand, 

driven processing and goes beyond brand signals by 

placing relatively bigger value 

promotion and extra percentages of free product. 

cision involvement is an 

appropriate criterion for retail brand or manufacturer brand 

appropriate criterion for consumer segmentation.  

vertical extent of brands 

eeks to understand effect of 

of non-situational kinds of involvement among several 

categories, or involvement effects 

our study.  

antecedent to brand involvement for grocery products 

rceived brand risk and 

product categories.   

manufacturer brands generates better grounds for me-too 

erefore, active targeting of a 

players.
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Santrauka  

 Lietuvoje, spar

 preki  populiarumas. 

iusi  Europos rink  preki

 kain  ir suvokiamai prastesn s

kokyb s alternatyv  iki lygiaver i  konkurent  gamintoj

iais 

 jiems prieinam  preki , skaitant ir 

 preki

prisotinami emocij m si vien tik anks iau dominavusia 

funkcine logika.  

 preki  vystymuisi, 

 ilgalaikio konkuravimo 

kurie j  lygiais pagrindais konkuravo su gamintoj  preki

veda  rink

s kokyb s preki ius gamintoj

ius.  

Taigi yra pagrindo manyti, kad suvokiamas atotr kis tarp 

 Lietuvoje gali b ti net 

 rinkos istorij  turin l klausimas, kurie 

vartotojai stipriau diferencijuoja vieno tipo preki

aktualus Lietuvos marketologams. 

jo elgsenos 

sitraukimas  sprendimo pirkti pri mim  - veikia jo 

polink

 patrauklum  skirtingo sitraukimo lygio pirk jams

1. sitraukimo  pirkimo sprendimo pri mim

fenomen  ir b dus, kuriais jis veikia vartotojo prek

pasirinkim .

2. Pagr sti tyrimo metodologij  - pirkimo sitraukimo skal s

pasirinkim  bei jungtin s analiz s (angl. conjoint) metod  kaip 

tinkamiausi  metod  matuoti prek  santykin

svarb .

3. Atliekant jungtin s analiz s tyrim ,

sitraukimo vartotoj  suvokiamos vert s skirtumus tarp 

.

4. Aptarti gautus rezultatus ir j  praktin  pritaikym

segmentuojant rink

: literat ros analiz , vartotoj  apklausa, jungtin

analiz .

 Straipsn  sudaro kelios dalys. vade trumpai 

aptariama gamintoj  preki  specifika Lietuvoje 

, suformuluojamas tyrimo tik

nagrin jamas pirkimo sprendimo taka prek s

 tyrimo metodo pasirinkimas. 

Pateikiami empirinio tyrimo jungtin s analiz s metodu rezultatai. 

Pabaigoje aptariami viso darbo rezultatai, identifikuojamos galimos 

b sim  tyrim s nuorodos 

 marketingui. 

. vairiose pirkimo situacijose vartotojams 

paprastai r pi, kas yra prek

je tuo metu lankomasi, ar 

savininko tipas pirk jui atlieka svarb  informacin  vaidmen . Ta iau vieni 

pirk jai link  gamintojo prek  laikyti kur kas 

patrauklesniu nei kiti. Marketingo mokslininkus ir praktikus domina 

 ir suprasti j

sprendimus. 

j sitraukimo lygio priklauso, 

kiek pirk jai naudoja jiems prieinam  preki  informacij .

. Tyrimui pasirinkta tipin  greito apyvartumo 

preki s. Pirkimo sitraukimo lygiui 

matuoti panaudota modifikuota Mittal (1995) pirkimo sprendimo 

sitraukimo skal sitraukimo lygio vartotoj  preki

 atribut  santykiniams vertinimams nustatyti naudojama 

daugiafaktorin  pilno profilio jungtin  (angl. conjoint) analiz

izoliuoti prek l  bendroje pirk jo vert s suvokimo 

sistemoje. 

 Atliktas empirinis tyrimas Lietuvoje pademonstravo, 

kad skirtingo sitraukimo lygio pirk jai nevienodai vertina gamintojo ir 

 nagrin jamoje kategorijoje. Empirinis 

tyrimas patvirtino prielaid , kad vartotoj sitraukimas veikia j

suvokiam  gamintoj  preki  diferenciacij .

sitraukimo pirk j  grupei prek

jai suteikia didesn  vert  gamintojo prek

sitraukimo pirk sitraukimo pirk j  grupei gamintojo prek s

ra tokie svarb s. Jiems didesn  vert  turi ap iuopiamos 

charakteristikos, reikalaujan ios intensyvesnio informacijos apdorojimo, 

tokios kaip kainos r

ir kitus domius skirtum sitraukimo lygio pirk j

d sningumus.  

Tyrimo 

 pirkimo sitraukimas yra tinkamas 

kriterijus, pagal kur  rinkas gal t

gamintojai.  

s su gaut  rezultat

apibendrinamumo galimyb mis. Tolesni tyrimai tur t  b ti pakartoti 

kitose preki  kategorijose. Kiti vartotoj sitraukimo takos prek

pasirinkimui tyrimai tur t  b ti svarb s prek

strateginiam planavimui. Straipsnyje si loma vykdyti tolesnius tyrimus, 

kurie pad t  suprasti skirting  pirk jo sitraukimo tip  (pvz., nesituacinio 

sitraukimo) tak  preki

sitraukimo tak  preki  pasirinkimui skirtingose rinkose. M s

tyrime pirk jo sitraukimas buvo matuojamas, bet juo nebuvo 

manipuliuota. Tod l sitraukimo manipuliacijos galimyb  taip pat gal t

b ti svarstoma ateities tyrimuose.  

 Straipsnyje pateikiama keletas tyrimo praktini  implikacij .

 Pirma, vartotoj  pirkimo sitraukimas yra reliatyvi elgsena, be kita 

ko, priklausanti ir nuo prek

suvokiama kaip svarbiausias sitraukimo antecedentas konkre ioje 

kis gamintoj

 preki  marketologams yra suformuoti savo 

tarpkategorinius preki ius vartotoj

suvokiam  preki  ir proaktyviai valdyti vartotoj

segmentavim  visose turimose preki  kategorijose.  

 Antra, remiantis m s sitraukimo pirk jai 

sitraukimo pirk  ir gamintoj

preki  konkurencija labai veikia viena kit

prek  gamintoj  preki

 lentynose, tuo tarpu gamintoj  preki

 augimas sudaro geresnes s . mee-too)

 strategijai. Taigi aktyvus bet kurio 

sitraukimo segment  tur t  keisti ir likusi  rinkos dalyvi  elgsen .

   

pirkimo sitraukimas, prek

gamintojo prek s

.

The article has been reviewed. 


